Click here to register!
Winter is here!
In this joyous time why not build up on
exciting new skills with our
Winter STEAM Camps!
Dec 27th - 29th (3 Day)
or
Dec 27th - 31st (5 Day)
Choose 3 Day or 5 Day full day camps!
From 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM
3 Days $295 / 5 Days $450
Lunch and after-care available

Winter Wonderland Robotics
(Grade K-2) - Morning
A great camp to make our young
problem solvers, design, build, &
program robots with a fun Winter theme
in mind. The campers collaborate,
making their own robot creations that
make up this exciting wonderland come
alive. Learn block coding, sensor
control, problem solving and
engineering skills!

Winter Wonderland - Silly Circuits
(Grade K-2) - Afternoon
In this fabulous hands-on "Makers" camp
learn about what circuits are,
conductivity, LEDs, switches, current,
voltage & electricity. Learn electronics
by making fun simple circuits from kits
we lovingly hand craft ourselves! Learn,
assemble, test, color, decorate & take
home! Perhaps some of these light up
circuits get onto your tree at home!

CAD & 3D Printing with a Winter +
Minecraft theme
(Grade 3-5) - Morning
Would you like to learn to 3D model your
own Minecraft characters or winter
themed trees, houses, landscapes,
animals and monsters? Then this camp is
for you. Campers will create, then 3D
print their creations to take it home!
Learn new engineering and 3D design
skills!

EV3 Mindstorms Robotics
(Grade 3-5) - Afternoon
EV3 LEGO Mindstorms ignites student
engagement and learning through reallife problem solving! Students will build
and code unique robots. Let their
imagination soar! This winter camp we
are making a snow plow robot that
detects obstacles and a fun snow
throwing robot!

Soldering & Electronics
(Grade 6+) - Morning - 3 Day Camp
Explore the wonderful world of
electronics, learn to read a circuit
diagram, components like resistors,
transistors, LEDs, and learning to solder
their own useful and fun electronic
circuits. They'll be able to create their
own art infused soldering creations like a
light cube or a touch sensing circuit!

Blender 3D Modeling and Animation
(Grade 6+) - Afternoon - 3 Day
Camp
Blender (an open source, free 3D tool)
gives students a great platform to
unleash their creativity, imagination and
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design skills. Camp is an introduction to
3D modeling & shows various different
ways one can use the tool. Campers will
learn and use key aspects of the 3D
workflow, rigging, 3D modeling and
texturing to physics simulations and
animation.
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